


Car Wash Shampoo
Rxsol car wash shampoo is a new and exciting silicon
base  product  treated  for  the  really  tough  cleaning  
problem faced  on  the  proper  maintenance  of  auto-
mobiles our shampoo globules  keep  apart  by  mutual 
repulsion  and  are said to  have been emulsified grease
globules  bearing  dirt  can  be really washed wit water
Silicon base cleaner repels dust and soil from returning
for people who take shine to quality

Non streaking formula based  car  shampoo  concent-
rate containing biodegradable  surfactants, loosens  the 
toughest dirt and  gives  gloss  and  shine  car  without 
affecting the paint or the polish of the car. It has a  high 
foaming  action  and  its  formula  has ,  been  properly 
balanced to give sparkling, streak and  spot free  results.
It contains water softeners and anti  static  compound 
which  greatly  reduce  dust  attraction.  Add  25ml  of 
wonder was Car shampoo in  a  bucket  of  water  and 
apply it on the car and after  some  time  wash  with  a 
sponge  to  give  a ever  lasting  shine and gloss to your 
Car. Its basically a lavish spa for your automobile.

we  have  an  assortment of car shampoo  that  enjoys 
extensive  demand   in  the  automobile  industries. the 
shampoo is made of premium  quality  ingredients  and 
 hence,  does  not  harm  the  paints  and the metals of
 the car. gloss of the car is  immediately  restored  after
 cleaning. These  shampoos can  be  used  for  cleaning 
alloy rims and wheel covers  also.  Our  range can  also
 be used on all kinds of painted surfaces  like  scooters,
 refrigerators, painted doors and walls.   more 
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Cement Cleaner painted 
body

RXSOL Chemical Company developed this molecular
cement dissolver as an  alternative  to  using  hazardous 
acids for concrete removal. Back-Set  is a  one-of-a-kind 
formula. It uses an active ingredient  found  in  molasses  
syrup, and is completely  biodegradable. RXSOL  turned 
this vulnerability into an  opportunity.  "Back-Set"  safely 
removes hardened concrete from  a  variety  of difficult 
to  clean  surfaces.  It  break  down  the  ionic  bond  in 
portland cement, releasing the cement from any surface
to which it has adhered. Chemically  speaking,  Back-Set 
converts the positive ions in the  hardened  matrix into 
negative ions, which dissolves the cement into mud that
can be rinsed away. Because it works  chemically,  rather
than  mechanically,  Back-Set  may  be  used  to  remove 
cured concrete, mortar, grout, and stucco from virtually
any surface without harm. 

Application

Active Matter Dissolves the cement into 
MUD

68 - 72 %

USING PROCEDURE

The  hardened  concrete  is  saturated  with  Back-Set
either with a brush or by spraying. After15-20 minutes
,the  area  is  again  saturated  with  the  chemical. The 
concrete  typically  begins  to  soften in 20-30 minutes, 
and can be rinsed off with water.
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Dose 

Direct Spray  /  Dilution

Note

Directly  Spray on HUNGRY SURFACE
will not remove rubberized cement

Features

Biodegradable , Non-hazardous, Non-fuming

Safe for paint, chrome, aluminum, glass, rubber, 
plastic , brass & stainless

Dissolves  cured  cement , concrete ,  mortar , grout, 
stucco Cleans aluminum

Also comes with a foaming spray nozzle
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Dual Ka Cleaner

Highly effective on heavy deposition of  many  soils . A 
very strong  cleaner, which  can  be  used  to  soften  up 
remove   baked  on  drying  oils  also  very ,...  effective 
cleaner  for Cleaning  machinery,  manufactured  parts, 
engines ,  motors ,  conveyors,  floors,  and floor plates,  
machinery spaces etc .

Traffic Film Remover
This is an  aqueous blend  of surfactants  designed  for 
use in the cleaning of  vehicles  by  hot  or cold  water 
pressure  treatment  excellent  product  for use in hot 
and  cold  pressure  washing  , equipment  for , vehicle 
cleaning  effectively removes grease dirt and traffic 
film with the minimum amount of agitation 



Features

Product Videos

Difficulty to use product watch the
useing procdure of product by useing
process videos tutorial

Why us.......

There are compelling reasons why you should prefer 
Rxmarine  International  for  the   marine   chemical .
we are focused on meeting our  customers'  require-
ments in Information Technology. We help customers 
envision and shape their growth around the world.

The Rxmarine International  Company is aiming 
to protect  the  global  environment  while  also 
realizing  the  development  of  society  and ,.......
prosperous and comfortable ...
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